Potential Sand and Gravel Resources of the Canton 30 x 60-Minute Quadrangle, Ohio by Pavey, Richard R. et al.
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Location of the Canton
30 X 60-minute quadrangle, Ohio
Base map derived from Ohio Department of Transportation
data sets.  Projection of data is Ohio coordinate system, south
zone, North American Datum, 1983.
Water. 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--1-.#'+2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,$#)) .$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Made land. ."$(/#,( --&"/'",%"&-,( --"&,/:";%1 -/,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- %,"# )
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Alluvium (Holocene). -/," ,0 #1$(#<#/"($%" -#,-1 #$:$/-,"; $%%$-1 -/,"
$.  %# -; .--1 $# $%)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-1 .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 #'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 (-$$,)- 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Organic deposits (Holocene). /!,)#&%1$# -1#,)#'--1 -""#'+2(##' 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$%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 /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"/$/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Clay (Wisconsinan). "" 0 #$ -% #,; %1 $#   #:,,, " -# , (  "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
<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Complexly interbedded deposits of clay, silt, sand, gravel, and till in deeper parts of buried
valleys (unspecified).  # ,# ( ,($%---$.";,# "/((  #($%$,# -,, ((# # $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Ice-contact deposits (Wisconsinan).  .'-10 :-,)$" #" $( )$$-1 "$#,.0-,",; " -#& -1&
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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Silt (Wisconsinan). "" 0 $ -% #,& $%%$-1 $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Backwater lake deposits (Wisconsinan). $"#-1 -/"# 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Silt and clay (Wisconsinan). % #,#$ #:,,,;%1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# #' &( ",$.0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Sand (Wisconsinan). 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Sand and gravel (generally Wisconsinan). #% <, ,  #:,,, "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, .0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-1
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Sand and gravel, undifferentiated. /#"'",,.0-/, $##$$/#"'/ #"$(%$"#-1
",,.0-&$,)-1:/ ,/ #"$(),$% #-1",,.0-# "/((  #($%$,# -,
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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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:/ 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Sand and gravel (Illinoian). $)# " " % - #$ / #  :$0& <)# /)) )# $( / #  " ,)-1
#', , -', '  "/( "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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 ,) :/ , 0--1"  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"$/#'*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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Unsorted mix of silt, clay, sand, gravel, and boulders, fractures/joints common (Wisconsinan age
when at surface). 1 $#  " -#& ",& , .0- -"" )$" #, , #-1 ($% "0- ")#  
,0" , ((# #, , $") ( , .   :/ , 0--1" $ ' ")#, :1  #0 . $# --
/ #"($%$0-1 .," .#,# --$"#$%%$"/(  -%# - #'%)
Loam till (Illinoian). 1:$0- :1/)#$C(#$( -$""	 --$# "" -#&",&,.0- -"";/ #
,)-1 #', , -', #$ A (#; (#/"9D$ #" $%%$ )$" #, :1 , # -$,.%# $ %-#$/#
($%.- -  ,"), #'"#%)""/(,:/ ,/ #
Ice-contact deposits (Illinoian). $)# " " % - #$ / #  :$0& <)# /)) )# $( / #  " ,)-1
#',,-','"/($/, #'"#%):1$,#' "$" %. 
Vertically and horizontally variable sequences of sandstone, shale, siltstone, claystone,
limestone, and coal bedrock, including associated colluvium of Middle and Lower Pennsylvanian
age (Allegheny and Pottsville Groups undivided). ,"#$ $:,,, #$ %"" 0; %1 :
$.-$%#  :"-)$# $, #:,"$("'-&","#$&" -#"#$&-1&$-&,- %"#$$%%$
 /)))$# $$(/ #	':"-)$# $$(#'$##"0 --$/) "),$% #-1- .'#*.1&%, /%*#$
$"*. ,& $:,,, #$ %"" 0 ","#$  #' :/,#& $/,, E/#B )::-" , E/#B )::-
$.-$%#/ #!$"#''$,"#$&$.-$%##'#($%"" "##' --",- (("
Vertically and horizontally variable sequences of Mississippian- and Devonian-age sandstone,
shale, and siltstone, including colluvium of Mississippian age (Logan and Cuyahoga Formations).
	' ,$% # :"- "#! / # $0 #' "# #'*E/#" $( #' %)  	' ($--$ . "## .)' 
/ #"%1:%)),">SSh@= "" "" )) $.,/1'$.$%# $"/, 0 ,,,/:/1'-
,0$ ,($,'-,,"#$/, 0 ,, Logan and Cuyahoga Formations (Upper
and Lower Mississippian undivided):& ","#$&$.-$%#& "'-&," -#"#$$.$%# $=&
","#$," -#"#$;"',"$(.1&1--$&,:$/1'$.$%# $=% -1"',"$(.1&$- 0&
:$&,1--$","#$&" -#"#$&,"'-;","#$&" -#1#$$.-$%# &$/" #' #$%"" 0
:," SSh %1 -"$ : /"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 %) " 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 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 0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 , "'-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,$! ""$ #,  #' #'  "" "" )) *. $. , /1'$. $%# $" Sunbury and Bedford
Shales undivided. Sunbury Shale (Upper Devonian to Lower Mississippian): /:/1'-&)"#
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 #'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 E/#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:,,,
Shale. " .# $ Sh /", "#E/#$(%)) % -1#$,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Potential Sand and Gravel Resources of the Canton 30 x 60-Minute Quadrangle, Ohio
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